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Abstract - Local motions in main-chain or side-chain liquid crystal poly-
mers can be investigated using the same spectroscopic techniques which are
applied to isotfpic systems of small molecules or polymers This paper
deals with H, C N.M.R, E.S.R and dielectric relaxation. After recalling
the specific characteristics of the most frequent liquid crystal phases,
the type of information which can be obtained from each spectroscopic
technique is indicated. The particular features related to the oriented
nature of the liquid crystal phases are developed and illustrated with a

few examples on small molecule systems. For liquid crystal polymers, spe-
cific problems due to the polymeric nature and the occurrence of gl.ass—riThbr
transitions in addition to liquid crystal phase transitions are discussed.
Finally, a few experimental results already obtained on dynamics of liquid

crystal polymers are presented.

I INTRODUCTION

Development of thermotropic liquid crystal polymers as either self-reinforced polymeric mate-
rials or materials for electronics displays and non-linear optics, requires a good knowledge
of the local molecular motions in these polymers, Indeed, it is well-known from the beha-
viours of usual polymers that mechanical or dielectrical properties depend on the occurrence
of transitions arising from side-chain or main-chain motions.

Though a complete understanding of molecular dynamics of bulk polymers has not yet been
achieved, during the last years spectroscopic techniques have led to a great improvement in
the description of molecular motions of polymers, So, it is reasonable to think that they
will largely contribute to the analysis of local dynamics in liquid crystal polymers, although
very few experiments have already been performed.

In this paper, we first recall some characteristic features of the most frequent liquid crys-
tal phases, Then we describe what type of informatio on orntational order and dynamics
can be obtained from each spectroscopic technique : H and C nuclear magnetic relaxation,
electron spin relaxation and dielectric relaxation (D-N.M.R, is treated in the paper by
H.W. Spiess).Enphasis is given to the range of motion correlation times which can be investi-
gated by each method, we also point out the specific treatments which are required in the
case of liquid crystal phases. Typical examples chosen among the studies performed on small
molecule liquid crystals are discussed. The specific problems related to the long chain nature
of the liquid crystal polymers are pointed out : difficulty to obtain single domain samples,
easy supercooling leading to ordered glassy state, the occurence of a glass-rubber transi-
tion in addition to the mesophase transitions, Finally, the results already obtained on these

polymers using the considered spectroscopic techniques are presented.

II STRUCTURE AND ORIENTATION BEHAVIOUR OF MESOPHASES

11.1 Structures of mesophases

Thermotropic molecules can be organized in different ways, leading to characterictic structures
of mesophases. At high temperatures, an isotropic liquid state is achieved, unless chemical
degradation occurs, At lower temperatures, various types of mesophases can be observed,
depending on the chemical structure of the investigated compounds a nematic phase (N) and
different smectic phases(S), It is out of the scope of this paper to describe the various
structures, detailed descriptions can be found in (Ref. 1 and 2),

(a) Nematic

In the ordinary nematic structure, there is a long range orientational order f the molecu-
lar long axes. The average direction of these long axes defines the director n which may be
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. . . ÷ -treated as a vector, both directions of which + n and - n are equivalent. In most of cases,
the ordinary nematic structure shows an optically positive uniaxial behaviour.

It is worth to notice that liquid crystals in the nematic phase possess a relatively low

viscosity.

(b) Smectic A

In smectic A phases, the molecules are parallel to one another and are arranged in layers,
with the molecular long axes perpendicular to the planes of the layers . Within
each layer, the lateral distribution of the molecules is random, The SA phase exhibits an

optically positive uniaxial behaviour.

Though the overall viscosity of S phases is much higher than that of N phases, the molecu-
les within the layers have a rela1ively high mobility.

(c) Smectic C

The structure of the S phase is the tilted analogue of the 5A phase. Indeed, the molecules
are arranged in layers, but with the molecular long axes tilted to the layer normals. The cen-
tres of gravity of the molecules are ordered at randomand the molecules have a high mobility
within the layers. The layers are free to slide over one another, i.e. there is no long range
correlation, except of tilt direction, between the layers. The phases are optically biaxial.

(d) Smectic B

In S phase, the molecules are arranged in layers, with the molecular long axes perpendicu-
lar o the planes of the layers, as in 5A phase, but the molecular centers in layers are
positioned in a hexagonally close-packed array. There is long range hexagonal order within
the layers and some correlatidns between the layers. Nevertheless, the molecules are still
able to rotate quite rapidly about their long axis however, due to the hexagonal net dimen-
sion, the rotation has to be of a co-operative nature,

contrary to the previously described phases which have a liquid-like behaviour, the 5B phase
is structurally solid-like though it exhibits shear and flow properties under stress,

(e) Smectic F

In the S, the molecules are packed in layers with their long axes tilted with respect to the
layer planes, the tilt angle may be 200. The molecular packing in the layers is hexagonal.
Within the layers a correlation length of 20-30 molecules exists but there is a poor corre-
lation between the layers,

(f) Temperature occurrence of the various phases
It has been observed, that the above mentioned phases appear in the following order when the
temperature is decreased from the isotropic liquid state

I N 5A 5c 5F

For the five considered mesophases. All variants of polymorphism observed in reality can be
derived from this order by cancelling one phase or several phases, depending on the chemi-
cal structure of the investigated compound,

11.2 Orientational order parameter — ordering potential
(a) Nematic phases

In nematic phases, the average direction of oientation of the molecular long axes for the
population of molcules dfines the director n which may be treated as a vector, both direc-
tions of which + n and - n are equivalent.

The reference frame (x4, y4, z4) associated to the mesophase is chosen so that the axis
lies along the director n.

If the liquid crystal molecules are considered as rod-like molecules, the degree of parallel
order of the individual molecular long axis, z2, is described by a single orientational
order parameter :

2 —
S <3cos -l>/2"P
z2z4

2

where is the angle between the individual molecular long axis and the director n, the
brackets indicate a thermal average and P2 is the second-Legendre polynomial.

In practice, liquid crystal molecules are not axially symmetric, but they have an oblong
structure leading to a blade-like shape in such a way that the two coordinate axes of the
molecular frame normal to the long axis would have different order parameters with respect
to the director frame. The orientational order of the molecule would have to be described
by a tensor with three principal values, S , S S • As E S.. = 0 the order and

x2x4 y2y4 z2z4
ii

its symmetry are well described by only S and L = S - S

z2z4 x2x4 y2y4
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Due to the long range orientation correlation which characterizes the nematic phases, indi-
vidual molecules are submitted to an ordering potential, U, arising from the surrounding
molecules. In order to express this potential we have to consider the rotations from the

molecular axis system (x2, y,, z2) into the director axis system (x4, y4, z4) defined by
Euler angles = (a, , y), defined in Fig. 1.

z

Fig 1. Rotational transformation of the

x original frame (x, Y, z) to a new axis

system (x, y, z) through Euler angles
(a, , y)

For rod-like molecules, the general ordering potential is of form

= E cos
p=l

in practice, it appears that the higher order terms (p > 2) are negligeable, leading to

2 4u() = 2 cos + cos

where is the angle between the molecular z2 axis and the director The first term corres-
ponds to the Maier-Saupe potential (Ref. 3)

For blade-like molecules, in which the molecular x and y2 axes are aligned to different
extents, a non-axially symmetric ordering potentia has to be considered

2 .2 2U(Q) = cos + E sin cos a

If one chooses the z2 axis as the molecular long axis which tends to align to a greater degree
parallel to the director than both thL x2 and y2 axes, one should have lY2l > E C is pro-
portional to the difference in the ordering parameters for the y2 and x2 axes and the
case c < 0 corresponds to the y2 axis being ordered preferential to the x2 axis along the
director,

(b) Uniaxial smectic phases
In the case of smectic phases, in addition to the long range orientation correlation, there
is some translational order due to the layer structure, However, for the spectroscopic
techniques which are considered in this paper, only the orientational behaviour is of inte-
rest.

For the considered uniaxial smectic phases, SA and SB, the above expressions for the order
parameters and the restoring potential can be used.

11.3 Orientation of mesophases

Though liquid crystal phases are characterized by long range orientation order, nevertheless
this order does not usually ext*nd over the whole sample. Liquid-crystal samples are consti-
tuted by domains the director, n, of which varies from one domain to another. This organiza-
tion in domains yields the typical and frequently beautiful pictures observed in optical
microscope between cross polarizers.

In order to develop electrooptic devices taking advantage of the change of optical properties
of liquid crystals under electric fields, it is required to get single domain samples by
inducing a bulk alignment. We will see later that single domain samples also are very useful

to investigate the dynamic behaviour of liquid crystal phases.

The alignment is defined relatively to the substrate, the most important orientations are

- homeotropic alignment : n is perpendicular to the substrate

- planar alignment : n is in the plane of the substrate and lies along a given direction.
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(a) Orientation of nematic phases
Due to the very low viscosity of nematic phases, they are the easiest to orienL Single
domain samples of nematic phases can be obtained using different orientation techniques

- Treatment of substrate surface

The anchoring properties of liquid crystals in contact with a solid substrate can induce a
well defined alignment (for a review article, see Ref. 4).

Thus, homeotropic alignment can be reached on a glass plate previously treated by surfactant
molecules with a hydrophylic head sticking to the polar substrate and a hydrophobic tail
pointing away, in order to reduce the surface energy.

Planar alignment are obtained, for example, with a substrate on which a vacuum deposition of
a thin film (Au or SiO) has been performed under oblique incidence.

It has to be pointed out that to keep in the bulk the alignment due to the anchoring effects,
the sample thickness should be smaller than about 100 pin.

- Magnetic field

Liquid crystal molecules have an anisotropic diamagnetic susceptibility in such a way that
in a sufficiently strong magnetic field they are oriented and directed along one principal
axis as determined by the direction of the field. More detailed information can be found in
(Chap. 4 of Ref. 5) and (Ref. 6).

It is worthwhile to notice that magnetic alignment studies leads to determinations of the
elastic constants K. of the three elastic mode distorsions of nematic phases (splay, bend,
twist).

For most of small molecule liquid crystals, magnetic alignment can be obtained with magnetic
fields ranging from 0.3 T to 2.1 T, The alignment temperature is chosen close to the clearing
temperature in order to get the lowest viscosity of the nematic phase,

- Electric field

Nematic phases exhibit an anisotropy of both conductivity and dielectric constant.

When d.c. electric fields or low-frequency a,c, electric fields are applied, electrohydrodyna-
mic phenomena occur yielding instabilities which give rise to either regular (Williams
domain) or completely irregular domains. In such conditions no homogeneous alignment of the
sample can be achieved.

Above a certain 'cut off" frequency, the charges involved in the conductive regime do not have
time to flow during one cycle and the instabilities disappear. In high frequency electric fields

(typically 10 KHz), molecular alignment becomes purely dependent upon dielectric anisotropy.

Complementary information on the effect of electric fields on nematic phases are given in
(Chap, 4, Ref. 5) and (Ref. 6 - 8).

Ib) Orientation of smectic phases

Due to the structure of smectic phases, they have a much higher viscosity and oriented single
domain samples are difficult (sometimes impossible) to obtain,

If a nematic phase exists at higher temperature, the following procedure can be applied. The
sample is first heated to the nematic phase in a magnetic field (0.3 to 2.1 T) in order to
align the director parallel to the magnetic field, Then the sample temperature is slowly and
carefully lowered until the smectic phase is formed. This procedure is cycled a few times
near the nematic-smectic transition region, In the same way, a careful lowering of the sample
temperature can retain the alignment from a to 5B phase.

In the case of SC phase, alignment can be obtained by the same procedure but applying to the
N phase a strong magnetic field oriented in the range of 45 ± 15°. relative to the normal to
the glass plate, The smectic layers in these samples lie parallel to the glass plate, while
the director is in the plane determined by the normal to the plate and the orientation of the
field,

(c) Application of magnetic and electric fields
In order to get more information on the dynamic behaviour of liquid crystals, it is frequently
useful to. perform spectroscopic measurements at different angles between the director and the
applied magnetic or electric field. This implies that the director orientation can be kept
constant, what is achieved using an equipment or a specially designed cell where a second
field (electric or magnetic respectively), oriented along the sample director, is maintained
during the measurements, Thus, for example, ESR or NMR studies are performed on samples the
orientation of which is preserved by an electric field. Similarly, dielectric relaxation
can be carried out with the sample in a magnetic field.
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III SPECTROSCOPIC METHODS FOR STUDYING DYNAMICS OF
LIQUID CRYSTALS

Most of the spectroscopic techniques used to study the dynamics of isotropic system can be
applied to the liquid crystal phases in spite of their ordered structure.

Depending on the considered mesophase the molecula dynamics of these systems covers the range
from liquid state (motion frequency higher than 10 Hz) to solid state. For this reason we
will describe relaxation techniques which refer to liquid or solid state

As previously stated, we will exclusively deal with 1H and 13C N.M.R., E.S,R, and dielectric
relaxation.

111.1 General information on the considered spectroscopic techniques
The purpose of this part is only to recall what type of information (order parameter, dyna-
mics) can be obtained from each technique and what motion frequency range can be investigated
In each case, references to specialized books or review articles are given for the reader
interested in detailed theoretical or technical information

(a) 1H N.M.R. (for details see ref. 9)

First of all, if one considers in a molecule a pair of protons, H1 -
H2, separated by a dis-

tance d, the measurement of the splitting, A, between the two lines due to the dipolar cou-
pling between the nuclear magnetic moments leads to the orientational order parameter of the
considered H - H vector,

For real molecules, due to the increased number of protons, the number of dipolar coupling so
foes and the spectrum becomes very complex, The measurement of order parameters from
H NNR requires that protons in some specific positions can be replaced by deuterons, For
example, with the partially deuterated MBBA molecule

D D

CD3O
C4D

the internuclear vector for the ortho protons is almost parallel to the molecular long iner-
tial axis (m), whereas the vector for the meta protos is almost perpendicular and that for
the para protons is at an angle of about 600. Thus, H NNR allows to determine the order
parameters for these different vectors and to test the axially symmetric behaviour of the
molecule,

Detailed information on molecular dynamics from NNR is obtained from magnetic relaxation expe-
riments,

First, for mobile systems, one can measure the longitudinal relaxation of the total magneti-
zation (also called spin-lattice relaxation), characterized by a relaxation time T1, In order
to be effective on T1 the molecular motions have to get a frequency around the Larmor fre-

quency of the considered protons, Thus, depending on1he applies magnetic field, it corres-
ponds to motion correlation times in the range 2.10 s to 10 s, Another macroscopic
relaxation time, T2, deals with the transverse relaxation of the total magnetization (also
called spin-spin relaxation). T2 values are affected by the same molecular motions as T1 but,
in addition, the low frequency motions take part, It has to be recalled that T2 is inversely
proportional to the line width,

Dealing with a lower frequency range, the longitudinal relaxation_time in te rotating frame,
T1correspnds to motions with correlation times in the range 10 s - 10 s.

-6 . . .Due to the r dependence of the relaxation times, most of the intramolecular contributions
will correspond to 2 protons bonded to the same C or bonded to 2 adjacent C. However, when
applying H N.M,R. to study the dynamics of molecules in condensed state, in addition to the
intramolecular reorientation contribution to the relaxation processes, there is a contribu-
tion coming from intermolecular H - H interactions, These interactions are related to self
diffusion translation motions of molecules, changing the H - H intermolecular distance, The
molecular description involves the molecular translation diffusion coefficient, D, and the
distance d, of closest proton approach of neighbouring molecules,

It has to be pointed out that the intramolecular and intermolecular contributions can be
separated by performing T1 or T1 measurements on protonated molecules diluted at various
concentrations in perdeuterated olecules

H

H H
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(b) 13C N.M.R. (for details see refs. 9—12)

13c naturally present in the skeleton of molecus but, because its low isotropic abun-
dance ('.- 1 Z) theteis no dipolar coupling between C spins However, there remains a dipo
lar coupling with proton spins,

The ¶gnetic relaxation times will involve the orientational motions of the vectors between
one C and the bounded protons exclusively, all the other protons being to far to eff i-
iently contributeS In particular, there is no intermolecular contributions, contrary to
H N.M.R.

The main interest of 13C N,M.R studies is that the resonance lines of the different C atoms
of a molecule are usually sufficiently well separated and thus the orientational motion of a
specific C - H bond can be studied

In the liquid range (high frequency motions) the T1 and T2 relaxation times can be_asured.
The8correlation times of the molecular motions which are effective range from 5lO s to
10 5 depending on the value of the applied magnetic field.

In the range of lower frequency motions occurin4either in6liquids or solids, T1 measurements
reflect motions with correlation times from 10 s to 10 s. p

In this frequency range,jnother interesting information comes from the high chemical shift
anisotropy observed for C lines. Indeed, the shape of the line depends on the averaging of
the chemical shift anisotropy tensor by the molecular4motions, however to get a significant
effect it requires correlation times shorter than 10 s. Another interesting information
which can be obtained from the measurement of the chemical anisotropy is the orientational
order parameter of the molecular long axis.

Finally, in some cases, information on dynamics may arise from th3aspect of the 13C spectrum,
It deals with chemical exchange and corresponds to the fact that C sites of a molecule which
would be inequivalent in a rigid lattice (and would result in different lines) can become
equivalent if molecular motions occur (leading to a single line), The1aspect ofhe spectrum
is strongly dependent on the frequency of the motion in the range 10 Hz to 10 Hz,,

From above considerations, it is clear that 13C N.M.R, provides a very powerful tool to inves-
tigate molecular dynamics, In addition to measurements on liquid systems, it can be now applied
to solid samples using the high-resolution solid state N.M.R. equipments commercially available,

(c) E.S.R. (for details see refs. 14—17)
1 13 . .Contrary to H and C N.M.R,, the studies of molecular dynamics with E.S.R. require the use of

a free radical probe. In most cases, a nitroxide group is used, due to the high stability of
this radical. The various nitroxide probes which are considered in this paper are listed in
Table l,In nitroxide radicals, the odd electron is largely confined to a 2 pir atomic orbital
on nitrogen and the magnetic axes which diagonalize the g and A tensors are shown in Fig, 2.

21

Fig. 2, Magnetic axes of a nitroxide
— — X radical and representation of the

2pv atomic orbital of nitrogen

The hyperfine coupling of the free electron with the I = 1 nuclear spin of nitrogen leads to
three transitions and an E,S.R, spectrum with three lines, The hyperfine coupling depends on
the orientation of the magnetic axes relatively to the applied magnetic field, If the nitro-
xide group undergoes a motion, the hyperfine coupling will be modulated. However, due to the
rather large value of this coupling, only motions with correlation times, T, shorter than
10 s can have an efficient averaging effect,

As shown in Fig. 3, the E.S.R. spectra can have very dfferent aspects, depending on the mobi-
lity of the nitroxide group At high mobility (T < 10 s) a well resolved spectrum with three
lines is observed, whereas for a powder sample where the nitroxide molecules may get any
orientations, an almost structureless spectrum is recorded. For intermediate mobilities, the
line width of each line can be measured and the corresponding correlation time is derived

(similarly to N9M.R., the line8width is inversely proportional to T2). In the correlation
time range, 10 s < T < 5,10 s, simulation of the spectrum has to be performed to obtain
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TABLE 1. Acronyms and formula of the nitroxide probe considered in this paper

Acronym Formula

Tempol

P.D. Tempone

HO—O
I

o:II:o.

P-Probe
D CD3

CD3

cH3—(CH2)_.o—(..CoNH—o
D CD3

CSL oil' z1

Fig. 3. Typical E.S.R. spectra of a nitroxide probe in an isotropic medium. The corres-
ponding correlation times of the isotropic motion of the probe are indicated

T, a computer program is listed in (Ref. 14, Chap. 3).

As the E,S.R. spectrum depends on the orientation of the nitroxide group relatively to the
applied magnetic field, it yields a possibility to measure its orientational order parameter,
Thus, for a single domain liquid crystal sample, E,S.R. spectrum recorded with the magnetic
field parallel (or perpendicular) to the director yields a determination of the order parame-
ters of the nitroxide magnetic axes relatively to the applied magnetic field (Ref. 14,
Chap. 10). If the nitroxide group is covalently bound to other chemical group in the probe
molecule, the order parameter of a given molecular axis of the probe can be deduced from the
measured order parameter if the angle between the two considered axes is known.

It has to be noticed that the order parameter which is so determined concerns the nitroxide

molecule put in the liquid crystal and not the liquid crystal molecules themselves. This is
an important point, which will be later illustrated, because depending on the chemical struc-
ture and the shape of the nitroxide probe, it can be located either close to the rigid core
of the liquid crystal molecules or in the region of the flexible tails.

(d) Dielectric relaxation (for details see refs. 18—22)

Molecules with a permanent dipole moment respond to an electrical field such that when an
external electric field is applied, the interaction between the electric field and the
dipole moment changes the probability distribution of the orientation of the molecules.

20G io'
lOG
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Let us first consider the behaviour of a dipole system in a static electric fielj. The static
permittivity, C , can be calculated considering the instantaneous dipole moment M(O) of a
sphere of volume V, the resulting expression is

co _ cx ¶13 kT){3 0(2 O 00)1(2 O l)2}<(O)i(O)> v

where E0 is the limiting high frequency permittivity, given by : e n2 + ic. where
n is the optical refractiv* ind*x and tic. is the contribution from the ifrarepolariza
blity of molecules, and < M(O).M(O) > is1he mean-square dipole moment of the sphere avera-
ged over all configrations of the contained molecules. If n is the number of molecules per
unit volume and < P > is the mean-square dipole moment of ammolecule, one obtains the follo-
wing relation

÷ 2
< M(O) . M(O) > = V n < P > gm 1

where g1 = 1 + •: < p1(0) . .(o) >1< P2 >
11

1 refers to any given reference molecule and i to other molecules, This g1 term exresses the
vector correlations between the dipolar molecules. It can be determined from c , c measure-
ments using the dipole moment value of the individual molecules determined from studies on
small molecule glass-forming systems in which the dipolar solute is at low concentration,
indeed in this case g1 1.

Such a calculation as been extended to small molecule liquid crystal nematic phase (Ref.

23 2& considering the static permittivities (4, c) and high frequency permittivities
(c,cj) corresponding to electric field parallel'or perpendicular to the director. The resul-
ting expression involves the orientational order parameter 5, the longitudinal and transverse
components of the molecule dipole moment and the molecule polarizability tensor, the lengths
of the long and short axes of the ellipsoidal molecule and g,1, g1 describing the molecule
dipole correlations parallel or perpendicular to the director, Although the dielectric aniso-
tropy, E = - E1, contains the order parameter, this information cannot be derived from
this measurement, n the contrary, if S is determined by another technique and the involved
molecular quantities are known, the g11 and g1 factors can be obtaihed.

When dealing with isotropic systems of polymer chains instead of small molecule isotropic sys-
tems, the g1 term becomes important, even if the cross-correlation terms between different
chains is ignored, Indeed, for a polymer chain with dipolar units, there is an angular corre-
lation between the dipolar groups along each chain, For polymers constituted with repeat units
of dipole moment P:

-- —- 2 ÷ 2
< M(O) . M(O) > = 1u p (1 + <

p,K,(O) >/p
k

where n is the number of dipole units pe unit volume, i(O) is the instantaneous dipole
moment f a given reference unit, k, and p(O) is the similar quantity for a different unit
k' alon the same chain as the unit k, Alttough the cross-correlation terms decrease when
k' - k is increased, nearest neighbours and next-nearest neighbours may have substantial

contributions,

Information on dynamic behaviour of dipolp groups are provided by the frequency dependence
of the complex dielectric permittivity, c (w), This quantity can be expressed using the time-
frequency Fourier transform relation involving the time-correlation function of the instan-
taneous dipole moment

p(w)(c*(w) - c )/(c° - c ) = 1 - iw f(t) exp(- iwt)dt

t) = < (o) , (t) >1 < (o) . (o) >

and p(w) is an internal field correction, which, for dilute solution is approximately equal
to unity, and is assumed to be equal to unity for pure substances.

The real and imaginery parts of the complex permittivity are usually denoted as c'(w) and
c"(w) respectively, c'(w) corresponds t the in-phase response and is associated with the
recoverable energy, whereas c"(w) is the quadrature response related to the energy dissipa-
ted by dipole motions,

For isotropic systems of small molecules, each of them with a dipole moment, i, the cross-
correlation terms describing the correlation of motions of different molecules are gene-
rally ignored and only the orientational autocorrelation function is considered

÷ ÷ 2t) = < p(O) , p(t) >/p

The expression of J(t) depends on the motional model considered. In the simplest case of an
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isotropic reorientation process (Debye relaxation) characterized by an exponential auto-
correlation function with a relaxation time, T, it leads to

(c'(w) - E:OO)/(cO X3 1/(1 1- 2 T2)

0 °° 22
(c (w))/(c - c ) = WT/(l -I- w T )

Typical curves for c',c" as a function of U) are shown in Fig. 4. The maximum of c"
occurs at the frequency associated with the characteristic correlation time : um 2 Tr\)m T

Fig. 4. Schematic representation of the fre-
E quency dependence of dielectric permetti-
41 vity components, 6' and c" in the case of a
a.

single relaxation time.

If the molecule undergoes several types of motions characterized by sufficiently different
relaxation times, separate relaxation processes will be observed yielding a c" curve with
different maxima, each of which corresponds to a given type of motion, Similarly, if a flexi-
ble molecule has, for example, two different polar groups which are able to undergo intramo-
lecular reorientations at two sufficiently different frequencies, the c" curve would show
two separate maxima corresponding to the change in the autocorrelation function of the total
dipole moment of the molecule due to the occurrence of intramolecular motions of each dipolar

group.

For the ordered phases of small molecule liquid crystals, dielectric relaxation experiments
can be performed on single domain samples with the electric field oriented either parallel
or perpendicular to the director. The autocorrelation functions of interest in this cases
concern the parallel or perpendicular component (Pa, Pj) of the dipole moment, respectively.

and are functions of the longitudinal and transverse components of the ellipsoidal
molecule dipole moment.

Investigation of polymer chain dynamics by dielectric relaxation leads to consider the com-
plete correlation function

(t) = { < k° iK(t) > + < (o) . i,(t) >}/
k'k

{ < (o) . (o) > + < (o) . j!i,(t) >}
k '

Whereas the static cross-correlation terms can be estimated from chain conformation statis-
tics, it is not possible to evaluate the dynamic cross-correlation terms. However, it has
been shown (Ref. 25) that if the autocorrelation function of a polymer unit, k, does not
depend on the relative conformation of k and k' units, the time dependence for any cross-
correlation term is the autocorrelation term of a unit in the chain, Thus, J(t) takes the
simple expression

(t) = < . t) >1 < '

Of course, the expression of t) dependson the type of motional model considered.

All the above expressions clearly show that the frequency dependence of the dielectric permit-
tivity involves the first order spherical harmonic functions, contrary to NMR and ESR which
involve the second order spherical harmonic functions,

A great interest of dielectric relaxation deals with the large frequency range which can be
explored. Whereas NMR and ESR have intrinsic limitations in the range of motion correlation
times which arefficient on the involved relaxation, dielectric relaxation experiments have
no intrinsic limitaions, In practice, the high frequency range is limited by the available
equipments to 30,10 Hz, concerning the low frequency rnge, conductivity processes are fre-
quently superposed to the relaxation behaviour below 10 Hz, but they can be subtracted for
their frequency dependence is well known. Thus, for liquids it is possible to get dynamics
information down to 1 Hz. In the case of solids, wherehe conductivity contribution is very
low, information on motions can be obtained down to 10 Hz, Consequently, a very broad
frequency range is covered without any gap,

V
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Finally, it is worth noting that when several dipolar groups are present in a molecule, even
if separate dielectric relaxations are observed, there is no direct way for assigning a
given relaxation to a specific polar group, it has to be done by a comparison with other
techniques or by studying a set of molecules which chemical structure is gradually changed,

111.2 Characteristic features of dynamic spectroscopic studies in liquid crystals

In all the above considered spectroscopic techniques, motions of the investigated molecules
are measured through tensor quantities the values of which are changed by the rotation of the
molecule relatively to the fixed laboratory frame, Thus, going from the coordinate system
associated with the investigated quantity (dipole moment, nuclear vector, magnetic axes. ..)
to the laboratory frame, we have to consider several intermediate systems, The rotation from
one system to the other is defined by a set of Euler angles (Fig, 1). Successively, these
reference systems are

- the principal axis system, F1, (x1, y1, z1) associated to the involved quantities,
- the diffusional axis system of the molecule, F2, which corresponds to the principal axes

of the rotational diffusion tensor of the molecule, Usually, one assumes that the principal
molecular axes for ordering are the same as for rotational diffusion, The transformation
from F1 to F2 is defined by Euler angles ®l = (a1, l' 'l

- the instantaneous director system, F3, which characterizes the orientational state, at a
given time, of the surrounding of the investigated molecule, The F2 -* F3 transformation is
described by ®2

- the average director system, F4, of a domain or of the sample if we deal with a single
domain sample, Usually, this system is chosen so that the director lies along z4. F3 and
F4 are related through

- the laboratory system, F5, The transformation from F4 to F5 corresponds to

The coordinate transformations (i = 1 to 4) allow one to incorporate the time scales and
amplitudes of the various physical motions which are implied in the dynamics of liquid crys-
tal phases and affect the measurements performed in the laboratory system. This procedure has
been applied for each considered spectroscopic technique, complete developments are given
for N,N.R, and E,S.R. in (Ref, 26 and 27) and for dielectric relaxation in (Ref, 28),

In the present paper we will focus on the particular types of motions which are involved in
each transformation.

(a) F1 - F2 (principal axes to diffusional system)
As liquid crystal molecules usually have some internal flexibility, the rotational diffusion
axes correspond to the diffusion behaviour averaged over the various conformations of the
molecules.

The F1 + F2 transformation describes the intramolecular motions performed by the molecular
group observed with the considered spectroscopic technique,

For example, if we consider the following molecule,

N c-4-o —?--CH2-.-O--CH2—CH2.- CH2—CH3

the 13C NMR T1 or T values of aromatic carbons 2, 3, 5, 6 will be affected by the rotation
of the phenyl ring }around its C1 -

C4
axis. Similarly, the rotation of the terminal CH3

around the CR2 -
CR3

bond or the trans-gauche conformational changes of the CR2 groups may
contribute to the relaxation of aliphatic carbons.

In dielectric measurements, the motion of the nitrile dipole will describe the intramolecular
motion of the C1 -

C4
axis of the phenyl ring I, whereas the CR,, - 0 -

CII,, dipole will be
related to the intramolecular motions associated with both the tail and the phenyl ring II,

In the case of ESR, the nitroxyde group, the orientational motion of which is observed, may
get in some probe molecules (see Table I) an intramolecular motion, as for example in the
P-probe, On the contrary, in CSL probe the nitroxyde group is rigidly fixed to the molecule,
but the magnetic axes involved in the relaxation do not coincide with the rotation diffusion
frame,

It has to be pointe out at all these intramolecular motions frequently occur in a high
frequency range (10 - 10 Rz),
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(b) F2 — F3 (diffusional system to instantaneous director)
This transformation corresponds to the rotational diffusion motion of a liquid crystal mole-
cule relatively to the oriented surrounding molecules. The intramolecular motions performed
by the various constituting groups lead to consider a mean shape of the overall molecule.
It can be a rod or a blade. The complete description of the diffusion of a rigid blade
requires 3 diffusion constants corresponding to rotation motions around the molecular long
axis and the two different perpendicular axes, However, as the values of these two latter
diffusion constants are close to each other, the diffusion motion is usually treated for
a rigid rod-molecule. In this case, the characteristic diffusion coefficients are : D11 for
the motion about the molecular long axis, D1 for the motion about the perpendicular axis;
the corresponding correlation times are TRII and i0 respectively (yR 11(6 D)); importance
of anisotropy is reflected by the anisotropy coefflcient N D11/D1 . Accurate determination

of D and D1 ! sometimes ficult to reach from measurements an only a1ryan diffusion
codficient, D (D11 . D1) and a mean correlation time, T (TRI v) are frequently
obtained.

In many cases, instead of considering the asymmetry shape of the molecule and the resulting
anisotropic motion, the molecule is treated as a sphere and its rotational diffusion beha-
viour is an isotropic motion characterized by a single diffusion coefficient, D.5, and a
single correlation time, T.5. Of course, such a crude approximation yields muci simpler
treatments.

The next step deals with the motional models which are used to describe the diffusion pro-
cess of the molecule, independently of its shape, Several models have been developed, depen-
ding on theonsidered frequency range and the size of the molecule. For fast motions,
i.e. T < 10 s, one always considers a Brownian rotational diffusion which corresponds to
an infenitesimal reorientation of the molecule with each collision with the surrounding mole-
cules. For slower motions, in addition to this Brownian model which seems to fairly well
account for the motion of bulky molecules, two other motional models are considered. The
first one is the jump diffusion model, in which the molecule has a fixed orientation for the
time T and then jumps instantaneously to a new direction; the second one is the free diffu-
sion, in which the molecule rotates freely for a time T due to inertial motion and then
reorients instantaneously to a new direction. These two latter models are satisfactory
applied to small molecules, the motions of which are slown down by the high viscosity of the

surrounding medium,

The above features concern molecular motions occuring both in isotropic medium and in orde-
red systems as liquid crystal phases. The situation is different when dealing with the type
of restoring potential applied to the mobile molecule, Indeed, for ordinary liquids or poly-
mers, an isotropic potential is considered, while for liquid crystal phases one has to use
either an axially symmetric potential (rod-like molecule assumption) or a non-axially synime-
tric potential (blade-like molecule). The two cases have been treated for E,S.R, (Ref. 29 and

30).

It has to be noticed that the thermal averages of these fast molecular motions give the orien-
tational order parameters, here above defined, Thus, the spectroscopic techniques applied to
dynamics studies will also lead to a determination of the order parameters.

(c) F3 — F4 (instantaneous director to average director)

The diffusional molecular motions have been described relatively to the local surrounding
which has a temporary order in the case of liquid crystal phases, leading to an instantaneous
director. If we now look at what happens with time, this instantaneous local director under-
goes orientation changes relatively to the average director, which is the same as the direc-
tor of the domain.

The F3 -'- F transformation accounts for these fluctuations of the instantaneous local direc-
tor.

A first mechanism lies in orientation order director fluctuation (ODF), which are collective
elastic fluctuations in the deformations of liquid crystals resulting from hydrodynamic
effects (Ref. 31 and 32). These fluctuations can be analysed in relaxation modes with wavevec
tor q corresponding to dimensions much greater than molecular dimensions. If one describes
the distortion behaviour of the liquid crystal phase using a single elastic constant K
(average of the three elastic constants k , k and k ) and an average viscosity n, the ampli-
tude of the mode q waves is proportional o k/Kq an the relaxation ime, T , which charac-
terizes the highly damped, vicous relaxation of the waves is T = Kq hi. A ypical value
for the fastest mode is ' 10 s, but the amplitude of these waes is very small, making them
of low efficiency for dynamic measurements in this time range. This means that ODF will not
affect E,S.R. or high magnetic field T1 N.M.R. experiments but that they contribute to T1
N.M.R, or low mag9tic field T1 N.M.R,, as well as dielectric relaxation studies at frequn-
cies lower than 10 Hz.

In the frequenc1range where the ODF mechanism efficiently contributes, a -l/2 frequency
depienç of T1 is expected, characteristic of ODF. Furthermore T1 is proportional to
T ' /K'2.
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Another mechanism, called slowly relaxing local structure, SRLS, has been proposed to account
for the orientation changes of the local director (Ref 3O) Contrary to the ODF mechanism,
which occurs at a scale much larger than the molecular dimensions, the SRLS model deals with
processes on a molecular scale. Indeed, it considers that the motions of one molecule (as the
ones above described) are performed in the cage of its neighbours, but because the constraints
arising from the cage the correlation function does not go to zero. Due to the translational
and rotational diffusion of the constituting molecules, the cage structure is slowly changed,
leading to a complete averaging of the orientation of the considered molecule. A crud esti-
matio of the relaxation time of this cage structure leads to values in the range 10 s to
3.10 s.Thus, this SRLS mechanism can efficiently contribute to the high frequency spectros-
copic measurements.

(d) F4 — F5 (average director to laboratory frame)
For single domain liquid crystal samples, the transformation from the average director system
to the laboratory frame is well defined. In many experiments, the sample is oriented in such
a way that the director lies along the magnetic field. However, complementary useful informa-
tion can be obtained changing the orientation of the director relatively to the magnetic field.

For multi-domain samples, the domains have different orientations in such a way that at the
scale of a domain there is a local ordering but the whole sample appears macroscopically
disordered. The F4 -'-

F5 transformation consequently implies an average over the domain orien-
tation using an appropriate static distribution of the domain directors, As such a distribu-
tion is frequently unknown, the investigation of multi-domain samples is considerably more
difficult than that of a single domain, Unfortunately, there is sometimes no other possibility,
even with small molecule liquid crystals (as for example for some smectic phases).

Iv EXAMPLES OF DYNAMIC BEHAVIOUR IN SMALL MOLECULE LIQUID CRYSTALS

Applications of the considered spectroscopic techniques to investigation of molecular dynamic
behaviour of liquid crystal phases will be first illustrated in the case of small molecules.
Indeed, many studies have been performed on such systems and we will consider the most typi-
cal ones. The various molecules which will be considered below, are represented in Table 2.

IV.1 'N.M.R.
T1 measurements on a very broad frequency range (2 kllz - 270 MHz) using the field cycling
technique in the low frequency domain, have been performed on MBBA in the nematic phase from
18°C to 45°C (Ref. 33). The dependence of T1 on the angle between the magnetic field and the
director is in agreement with ODF mechanism as the only relaxation process; indeed no angu-
lar dependence is expected for self-diffusion mechanism (SD). The frequency dependence of T1
can be analysed considering 3 contributions ODF, SD and reorientation motions of the mole-
cule, R. Assuming that there is no cross-terms, the following expression is obtained

T11 = 0DF T11(ODF) + SD T11(SD) + R • T11(R)
P. represents the fraction of the 21 protons per molecule concerned by the i mechanism. So,
die to the high flexibility of the MBBA side chains, the ODF mechanism is most probably res-
tricted to nearest neighbours of the 8 ring protons, ODF = 8/21. On the contrary, all the
protons participate to the SD process and SD = 1. Concerning the rotation mechanism, the
motion around the molecular long axis is very rapid and does not contribute (neither the CH2
and CH3 intramolecular motions do), the rotation around the perpendicular axis is the only
one to participate. The fit of the experimental curves with such a decomposition leads to the
results shown in Fig. 5 , and to the values of the interesting molecular quantities reported_1
on Table 3. The activation energy associated to the sef-dffusion process, E

D
= KJ.mole

and the very small preexponential factor, D = 0.34 cm ,s , suggest some king of cooperative
diffusion motion. At high temperature only he rotation about the perpendicular axis takes
part in he relaxation. ODF is the dominant relaxation mechanism at low frequencies, up to
about 10 Hz, what could be expected from the involved hydrodynamic fluctuations.

TABLE 2 - Acronyms and formula of considered TABLE 3 - Characteristic parameters of the

liquid crystal molecules. self-diffusion and rotation model of

nematic MBBA, from 1H N.M.R,.
Acronym Formula

MBBA cH3—o----cH=N—.(—c4H9

TBBA c4H9—o—--N =cH—--cH = N—(_. c4H9

40 - 6 cH3—(cH2)— 0 —-- N=cH —-- c H13

50 - 6 cH3—(cH2)—o—?—NcH—c6H13

50 - 7 cH3—(cH2)—o--—NcH-(—c7H15

5 CB C5 H1

7 CB NC—--'_c7H15

TKi T(SD)
Cs)

D(SD)

(cm2.s')

d

(A) TR

291

300

308

318

1.2l.l0

0.65.l0

0.30.l0

0.98.l0

l.78.l0

2.27.l0

3.47.l0

2.67

2.64

2.61

2.50

2.43.l0

l.45.l0

0.94.l0

0.57.l0
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Fig. 5. T1 values and T101 T1SD, T1R contributions for MBBA at 291 K and 318 K (After Ref. 33)
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TABLE 4 - Rotation constants of MBBA from 13C N.MR

Similar studies have been carried out on TBBA (Table 2) in 5A and 5 phases (Ref. 34)
and the resulting curves are shown in Fig 6. It appears a higher contribution of SD mecha-
nism in the 5c phase than in 5A' similarly the rotation of the molecule around the perpendi-
cular axis contributes to the relaxation in S whereas it does not in SA* In this latter

phase T1 is largely dominated by ODF mechanism.

The isotopic dilution method to separate the inter and intramolecular contributions (mainly
SD and ODF mechanisms, respectively)has been applied to T1 and T1 on 5 CB (Ref. 35). The
results are shown in Fig. 7. p

IV.2 13C N.M.R.

In spite of the various advantages of C NNR to investigate molecular dynamics, a limited
number of such studies have been performed on small molecule liquid crystals

For MBBA (Table 2), T1 measurements (Ref 36) as well as T1 and T2 measurements (Ref 37)
have been reported both for isotropic and nematic phases. As an example, proton-spin decou-
pled spectrum are shown in FigS 8, the lign assignment is given in the figure The tempera-
ture dependence of T1 and T2 for aromatic and aliphatic carbons is illustrated in FigS 9

The main feature is a large drop in T,, when going from isotropic to nematic phase. The change
in the temperature dependence of T tirough the I-N transition observed in these curves, has
not been found in the previous stuIy (Ref. 36). It appears an increase of T values from C15
to C18 (for this latter, T1 has to be corrected to take into account that i deals with CH3
instead of CH2 for the others) reflecting the increase of mobility along the n-butyl tail.
Assuming an anisotropic reorientation motion of the entire molecule, it leads t9 the diffu-
sion constants and correlation times reported in Table 4; T1, is found about 10 times shor-
ter than T1.

Similar behaviours have been recently obtained for T measurements on 5 CB (Table 2) (Ref.38),
the sarn ratio between T11 and is observed, T1 at239 K (isotropic phase) is found equal to
1.0.10 s. However, no change in T-dependence of T1 has been found from isotropic to nematic
phases.

The different behaviours observed for T1 and T2 show that the high frequency motions are not
too much changed by the I-N transition, but the low frequency motions are considerably affec-
ted, due to the completely different molecular constraints in the two phases.

IV.3 Dielectric relaxation

The 4-cyano-4 n-alkyl biphenyl molecules (Table II) constitute the simplest liquid crystal
molecules for dielectric relaxation studies for there is only one polar group and besides
the dipole moment lies along the molecular long axis. Dielectric measurements with the elec-
tric field parallel or pependicular8to the director have been performed on 7 CB (Table 2)
in the frequency range 10 Hz-2.5.lO Hz (Ref. 39).

From quasi-static and high frequency limit permittivities, and by using the value of the
order parameter determined from another technique, the correlation-factor g can be dedu-
ced; the resulting values are g11 0.30 and g1 0.90. This latter value indicates that per-
pendicular to the director there is essentially random orientation of the dipole components,
due to the small dipolar component in that direction.

In the isotropic phase, a single relaxation is observed, which corresponds to an isotropic
motion (Debye type). In the nematic phase, the parallel arrangement yields a single Debye
type relaxation, whereas perpendicular measurements show a broad absorption. The T-depen-
dence of the corresponding correlation times, T(DR), is presented in Fig. 10.

Let us note that in dielectric relaxation, T11(DR) corresponds to a rotational motion around
an axis perpendicular to the director, which fairly means a motion around the molecular short
axis, whereas in N,M,R. or E.S.R. such a motion is characterized by a correlation time T1.

The results shown in Fig. I92for the isotroc phase are in fair agreement with the average
correlation (T— = (T11 .v1) ) obtained by C N.M.R, on 5 CB (Ref. 38). In the nematic phase
the ratio T11(D)/T1OR) ranges from 50 at 293 K to 15 at 308 K, which appears much smaller
than what is found from N.M.R.
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The treatment of dielectric relaxation in the nematic phase proposed in (Ref. 23) has been
successfully applied to these data. Furthermore, the relative intensity of the relaxation
processes in the parallel and perpendicular measurements, estimated from the value at the
maximum of c"(II) and Tt(1), satisfactory agrees with the theoretical prediction. It has to
be pointed out that the agreement is not so good with liquid crystal molecules which have

internally rotatable polar groups.

Dielectric relaxation studieshave been performed on MBBA (Ref. 40 and 41). For5a samp3e orien-
ted in a 1.2 T magnetic field, parallel measurements i the frequency range 10 Hz-lO Hz
(Ref. 40) show a maximum of c', which occurs at 1.1.10 Hz at 295.7 K and agrees with a Debye-
type relaxation. On the other hand, no relaxation is observed in this frequency range for per-
pendiculr measements. In the case of a multi-domain sample, investigations in the frequency
range 10 Hz-lO Hz (Rfl. 41) show 0relaxation in the nematic phase corresponding to corre-

lation times from 2.10 to 1.6.10 sin the mperature range from 295 K to 305 K, Compari-
son with the corresponding values obtained by C N.M.R. and reported in Table 4, shows that
motions around the molecular short axis have a correlation time almost two orders of magni-
tude higher in dielectric relaxation, suggesting that in the latter case a cooperative motion
could be involved (this interpretation could be supported by the value of the rotation corre-
lation times, TR, obtained from H N.M.R, and shown in Table 3). For motions around the mole-
cular long axis, a smaller discrepancy is found.

The influence of the nature of the mesophase on the molecular dynamics investigated by dielec-
tric relaxation is quite well illustrated by the studies performed on the series 50-6,
50-7, 50-8 and 60-6 (Ref. 42 - 45).

First of all, the increase in dielectric anisotropy going from I - N -- SA SC -' S is

shown in Fig. 11 for the 50-7 compound, and the various transitions are easily oserved.

The T-dependence of T11 for 50-6 in the various mesophases is presented in Fig. 12. It is clear
that there is no discontinuity at N - and

SA S transitions, showing that, in spite of
the layer structure of and 5C phases, the molecues are still able to rotate around their
short axis. A great slowing down of the motion occurs at 5A 5B transitions, corresponding
to the in-plane organization of the molecular centers of gravity. However, even if the corre-
lation time is one order of magnitude longer, there is still a possibility for the molecule
to rotate around its short axis.

IV.4 E.S.R.

As an example of E.S.R. investigation of molecular motions in liquid crystal mesophases, we
will consider the studies performed on the various phases of 40-6 (Table 2) using nitroxide
probes of different sizes and chemical structures. The structures of the considered probes
are shown in Table 1, the magnetic axis system (x1, y1, z1) of the nitroxide group being
chosen as indicated in Fig. 2. All the studies have been performed on single domain samples.

The transition temperatures for 40-6 are as follow

299 K 320,3 K 327.7 K 249.9 K

K < S<
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Though the spectra can be accounted for considering an axially symmetric ordering potential,
a better fit is obtained with a non-axially synruetric potential defined by the two parame-
ters : A = y2/kT and p = c/kT. These two quantities are represented in Fig. 13 b).

As far as the dynamics is concerned, it has first to be noticed that in the three mesophases
the E.S.R. spectra of P.D. Tempone exhibit the typical feature corresponding to motional
narrowing. Such a result is not very surprising due to the small size of this probe. The
correlation time, Ti-, is defined by the following relation

—l — 1/2T = (6 D) with D =
(D11 D1)

where D1, and D1 are the parallel and p9pendicular components of the rotational diffusion
tensor. In Fig. 14, T is plotted vs. T for the various mesophases.

Fig. 14. P.D,Tempone in 40_6.3
Correlation time, T, vs.lO IT,
(After Ref. 46)

These results have been consistently interpreted considering that the P.D-Tempone is gra-
dually expelled with decreasing temperature from the rigid core region of the 40-6 molecu-
les to the more flexible and less ordered regions of the aliphatic tails when the system
successively undergoes the transitions I - N --

5A 5n The similar apparent activation ener-
gies in I and N seem to indicate that the same type of motions occurs in these two phases,
what is in agreement with the conclusions reached with the other spectroscopic techniques.
The large decrease in from SA to is slirprising, it could correspond to a cavity-like
arrangement of P.D-Tempone in the S phase, mainly in the dliphatic regions. There would be
a partial freezing (or slowing downy of the hydrocarbon end chains at the SA transition
such that the probe is in a fairly well defined cavity with a reduced frictional restriction
to its motion, leading to a large decrease. of T, However, the residual end-chain motions
would modulate the structure of the cavity, leading to a SRLS (slowly relaxing local struc-
ture) mechanism able to efficiently contribute to the observed line widths.
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(a) P.D. Tempone probe (ref. 46)
The magnetic tensor of the probe molecule is not axially symmetric and it appears that the

axis is the most oriented along the magnetic field. The T-dependences of the orientatio-
nal order parameter S and the symmetry term (S - S ) are shown in Fig, 13 a).
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Fig. 13. P.D. Tempone in 40-6
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(b) P-Probe (ref. 47)
In this probe molecule, intramolecular motions may occur, in such away that the magnetic
axes of the nitroxyde group may be different from the rotational diffusion axes of the mole-
cule. Furthermore, the mean conformation of the probe molecule may change with temperature
and the type of mesophase Nevertheless, information about these behaviours can be derived
from the values and the T-dependence of the order paramters and ordering-2tential coeff i-
cients. The correlation times T and TR (TR (6 D1) )are plotted vs. T in Fig. 15.

_L I
Contrary to the case of P.D-Tempone it does not seem that any expulsion of P-Probe occurs.
In the isotropic phase, the anisotropy parameter N D11/D is equal to 7, what is in agree-
ment with an almost completely extended molecule. The activation energy is the same as for
P.D-Tempone, showing that the same molecular motions are involved in both cases, in spite
of the different molecular sizes, The I -'- N transition does not significantly change the
activation energy, but there is a slowing down of the motion around the short molecular axis.
In the SA phase, the T values are still increased, without any change in TR this indica-
tes that there is no aitional constraint for the motion around the moleculaV long axis of
the probe, but its overall motion is slown down by the increase in frictions forces arising
from a better packing in SA phase. It has to be noticed that in both nematic and SA phase,
the fit with experimental spectra requires a contribution from the SRLS mechanism, the ODF
mechanism does not efficiently contribute in this frequency range and its application leads
to predictions in the wrong direction. In the SB phase, which is ordered within the layers,
the discontinuity observed for comes from a strong decrease of T011, the rotational motion
around the molecular long axis being constrained by the required m&tional cooperativity of
the surrounding molecules.

1R (ns)

100 t(800)

/ 00

10
N SA SB'1

o 4__1RII
3.0 3:2

Fig. 15.3P-Probe in 40-6. T and TR Fig. l6,3CSL in 40-6. Correlation times
vs. 10 IT (After Ref. (47) 1 vs. 10 T, for TRII, for TRI, for T

(c) CSL Probe (ref. 48)

In this probe, the nitroxide group cannot undergo any intramolecular motion relatively to
the cholestane unit and the intramolecular motions of the rather short aliphatic tail have
a small effect on the overall shape of the molecule. Thus, CSL probe can be considered as a
quasi-rigid probe with well defined molecular axes and the angles between the molecular long
axis and the magnetic axes are known.

The dynamics of the probe correspond to the slow motion regime, though the spectra show three
well resolved lines.The T-dependences of T— and T are shown Fig. 16. In the nematic phase.

R1
The observed anisotropy parameter (N = 5) is4n agreement with the molecular geometry, the
correlation times are in the range 2 to 8.10 s, much longer than the ones of the other pro-
bes, what is expected due to the large size and high rigidity of the CSL probe. The order
parameter is rather high, it reaches 0.77 at324 K, compared to the values found at the same
temperature for P-Probe (0.44) and P.D-Tempone (0.10), and it reaches 0.86 in and 5B pha-
ses. These high values reflect that the CSL probe is located very close to the rigid core
of the 40-6 molecules, there is no expulsion at all occuring. In and S phases, the slo-
wing down of the parallel motion is comparable to that observed wilfh the 15-Probe, except that
the CSL correlation time, T11, is one order of magnitude longer. On the other hand, the per-
pendicular motion of the CSL probe in and 5B phases is considerably hindered, what is not
observed with the other probes, the correlation time, T01, in the SB phase is even out of the
reach of the E.S.R, technique. In such conditions, the dservation 5f E.S,R. spectra with well
resolved lines cannot be explained by considering only the dynamics of the individual probe.

r(K)

103/T (K)
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The proposed interpretation is that the CSL probe reorients in a local "cage', the average
and instantaneous conformations of which impose restrinctions upon the motion of the probe,
so that the overall dynamics is now determined by the combined effect of individual probe
modes and collective modes of the surrounding molecules The SRLS mechanism could be respon-
sible for the dynamic cooperativity

The above results very well illustrate the problems which arise from the investigation of

dynamics of liquid crystals using E.S.R, techniqueS It is clearly shown that the requirement
of an extrinsic probe, the motion of which is observed instead of the dynamics of the liquid
crystal molecules, is the main problemS Indeed, the location of the probe is not known and
can change with the type of mesophase To avoid this problem, the synthesis of an analogue
of the liquid crystal molecule bearing a nitroxide group is the best way but it implies a
specific synthesis. Another difficulty comes from the intramolecular motions of the probe,
it can be solved with the CSL probe but it leads to slow motional regime spectra which are
more difficult to analyse.

On the other hand, the interest of E,S,R, technique res1s in the great sensitivity of the

spectra to anisotropic dynamic behaviour and on the very unique possibility to distinguish
in the slow motion regime the different motional models (brownian diffusion, jumps...)

V LOCAL MOLECULAR DYNAMICS IN LIQUID CRYSTAL POLYMERS

Liquid crystal polymers (L.C.P.) may correspond to mesogenic units either in the main-chain
or in the side-chains, Of course, the constraints imposed to the dynamics of the mesogenic
units by the polymeric nature of the materials are quite different in the two cases,

However, in spite of the partially different behaviours observed for the two types of liquid
crystal polymers, there are some characteristic features of polymeric materials compared to
small molecule liquid crystals : orientation behaviour and the occurrence of a glass-rubber
transition. We will first discuss these topics then we will present some examples of dyna-

mics studies using spectroscopic techniques.

V.1 Orientation behaviour

Usual bulk polymers in the melt exhibit a flow viscosity which increases as the 3.5 power of
their molecular weight. Although the exponent is not yet known for liquid crystal polymers,
there is a clear evidence that there is a high molecular weight dependence of the mean flow
viscosity. This point is very important when looking at the orientation behaviour of different
polymers or samples. Unfortunately, very few molecular weights of such polymers have been
determined and the inherent viscosity, nih' is frequently the only information available.

In principle, liquid crystal polymers could be oriented and organized in single domain samples
by the same procedures as the small molecule liquid crystals, i.e. applying magnetic or elec-
tric fields. In practice, the problem arises from the high viscosity of these materials, in
particular when main-chain liquid crystal polymers are considered. For a review, see
(Ref. 49).

Orientation in a magnetic field at a temperature close to the clearing temperature has been
obtained for nematic main chain liquid crystal polymers. For example, a polyester having
the repeating unit

-foc-(cH2) — coo—s- coo

has been oriented parallel to a 0,3 T field (Ref. 50). An order parameter S = 0.64 has been
achieved after 24 h for a sample having inh = 0.29 dl/g but a sample with fl. h°'54 dl/g
only reached S = 0.54. Similarly, a copolyester synthesized from terephtalic1cid and an
equimolar mixture of methylhydroquinone and pyrocatechol has been oriented in field larger
than 0.6 T, the orientation time being less than 2 mm for a sample of molecular weight
200 000 (Ref. 51). Very large values of 5, ranging from 0.72 to 0.88 have been achieved in a
1 T field (Ref. 52) with a polymer having the repeating unit

o N =N OCO +CH2+CO+
CH3 CH3

At the opposite, no orientation was obtained in a field as high as 16 T for a polymer with
the following structure (Ref. 53).

_[oc—(cH2) —coo — (ci-i2)-- o —<6)--<'6)_o —(cH2)2--o.]-
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It seems easier to orient the mesomorphic units of side-chain liquid crystal polymers, as it
has been done (Ref. 54) with a siloxane polymer of repeating unit

-E
(cH3)-o-

( c H 2 0 —J-- C 0 0 —— 0 C H3

However, it has be noticed that the observed relaxation time is longer for the polymer than
for the model compound, in spite of the high flexibility of the siloxane linkage.

Similar behaviours are encountered for orientation in electric field. However, depending on
their chemical structure, the mesogenic units can get a positive or negative dielectric ani-
sotropy. In the latter case, it leads to a two-dimensional distribution of the director axes
perpendicularly to the applied electric field. Such a situation is found with ester groups

and, for example, with the polyester having the repeating unit

-fo-®--coo _6j_o_oc —®---o —(c H2)—]-

an order parameter S = - 0.5 is achieved in an electric field (E = 50 kV/cm, \) = 50 KHz)
whereas a 7.0 T magnetic field yields S = 1.0 (Ref. 55). Combined effects of perpendicular
electric and magnetic fields have been used to orient a ester side-chain liquid crystal poly-
mer with positive diamagnetic and negative dielectric anisotropy (Ref. 56).

V.2 Glass-transition and secondary transitions
If polymers do not get sufficiently high chemical and stereochemical regularity, they are not
able to crystallize and by decreasing the temperature they undergo a transition from a
highly viscous liquid to a solid glass, called the glass-transition.

Even for polymers with a high chemical regularity, as for example high density polyethylene,
the material never achieves a fully crystalline state and amorphous regions coexist with

crystalline regions (semi-crystalline polymers). These amorphous parts of the bulk polymer
undergo a glass transition.

The same situation is encountered with liquid crystal polymers. Depending on their chemical
structure semi-crystalline states can be obtained or not, However, due to the occurrence
for these polymers of nematic and/or smectic phases, the whole material or only the non-
crystalline parts of the material will lead to an ordered glassy state which is characterized
by a glass transition temperature, Tg (ordered). Such a situation is achieved by slowly
cooling down the polymer from the high temperature isotropic state. Of course, if no orienta-
tion procedure has been applied, a multi-domain sample would be obtained.

Fig. 17. Schematic representation
of a multi-domain sample for
a/ a glassy nematic polymer,
b/ a semi-crystalline nematic

polymer. Only the mesogenic
groups are represented.

The resulting structures in the two cases of non-crystalline and semi-crystalline polymers
are schematically shown in Fig. 17. If one assumes a nematic phase and one smectic phase
occur, the successively observed transitions would be

- for the non-crystalline case

glass smectic nematic isotropic

Tg(ordered) TSN TNI

- for the semi-crystalline case

semi-crystalline smectic nematic isotropic

I I 1
—

Tg(ordered) T T Tm SN NI
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When a very rapid quenching is applied from the isotropic phase, some regions can keep in the
rigid solid the disordered structure of the isotropic state, whereas other regions undergo
the mesophase-transitions leading to an ordered glassy state. As polymer segments are less
constrained in the disordered glass than in the ordered one, samples prepared under such
conditions exhibit two glass transition temperatures, this occuring at the lower temperature
corresponding to the regions where the isotropic structure has been preserved.

Before considering the effect of the occurrence of a glass transition on the assignment of
all the transitions observed by spectroscopic techniques, it is worthwhile recalling that
mesophase transitions are thermodynamic transitions, in such a way that the temperatures at
which they occur do not depend on the frequency of the technique used for the investigation

(calorimetry techniques correspond to frequencies around 1 Hz, spectroscopic techniques cover
various frequency ranges as mentioned in iii). Concerning the glass transition temperature,
an opposite behaviour is observed. Indeed, the glass transition experimentally observed is
controlled by the kinetics of the structural changes of the material, thus it has a kinetic
nature and the temperature at which it is observed depends on the frequency of the investi-

gating technique. Typically, the glass transition temperature is upwards shifted by 5°C to
10°C when the measurement frequency is increased by a factor 10. A commonly used relation to
quantitatively account for the glass transition temperature shift is the so-called W.L.F.
equation (Ref. 57)

Log(f2/f1) = - A[Tg(f1) - Tg(f2)/[B + (Tg(f1)
-

Tg(f2))]
where Tg(f1), Tg(f2) are the glass transition temperatures observed at the frequencies f1 and
f2 respectively, and A, B are constants which slightly depend on the polymer but can be
assumed as universal in a first approximation. This relation can be derived from the free
volume theory, it describes a non-Arrhenian behaviour of the molecular phenomena responsible
for the glass transition.

In addition to the glass transition, most of polymers exhibit in the solid state secondary
transitions (13, y, etc.) which correspond to motions of groups in side-chain or main chain,
as for example the 13-transition observed in polyacrylates (R 11) or methacrylates (R = CH3)

-ECR—CH +2
COOR'

which is assigned to a rotational motion of the ester group around its linkage to the main
chain. These secondary transitions are characterized by a frequency dependence which corres-
ponds to an Arrhenian activated process.

The various transitions undergone by a bulk polymer are usually represented in a "relaxation
map", as typically shown in Fig. 18 a!, where log f vs. l/T is plotted for each transition.

At high temperature and high frequencies, glass transition and

together.

For a liquid crystal polymer, in addition to the secondary and glass transition, mesophase
transitions occur which correspond to temperatures independent of frequencies, as schemed in
Fig. 18 b) for a non-crystalline system where a nematic phase and a smectic phase exist. Thus,
for low frequency measurements, by increasing temperature the following transitions successi-

a! for an amorphous
normal polymer

b/ for a non-crystalline
liquid crystal polymer
with smectic and nematic

phases

IT
Fig. 18 Schematic relaxation maps

'NI 'SN

13-transition could merge
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vely appear ; ', , glass transition, S - N and N - I. At higher frequencies, but lower than
the frequency, a' where Tg(f) is equal to T the same behaviour is observed and, in par-
ticular, the glass transition associated with he ordered glassy state (in Fig. 18 it would
be a smectic glassy state) can be detected. At frequencies higher than f (for example f
in Fig. 18 b) molecular motions in the isotropic, nematic, smectic liquid phases or soli
state can be investigated, but the high frequency glass transition of the smectic glassy
state will no more exist because the smectic-nematic transition will change the original
smectic structural arrangement of the polymer segments.

These features are very important for assigning the various transitions observed using spec-
troscopy motions. In particular, a transition occuring at high frequency in a temperature
range where the glass transition is observed by calorimetry experiments does not correspond
to the glass transition process but to secondary relaxations (, y, etc.).

Finally, it is clear from the above considerations that to study with a spectroscopic tech-
nique operating at a frequency F, molecular processes involved in the glass transition of
the ordered glass it is necessary that the mesophase encountered in the glassy5state remains
till a temperature higher than Tg(F). Typically, to perform such a study at 10 Hz, it is
required that the polymer does not8undergo any mesophase transition at a temperature lower
than Tg(calorimetry) + 50°C (at 10 Hz, it would become Tg(calorimetry) + 80°C),

V.3. Spectroscopic studies of local dynamics in liquid crystal polymers
Very few studies have already been published on liquid crystal polymers using the spectros-
copic techniques considered in this paper. In addition, except for the study in (Ref. 59)
only one technique has bee3used in each case : E.S.R. in (Ref. 56 and 60) dielectric rela-
xation in (Ref. 61 - 67), C N.M.R. in (Ref. 68).

(a) Side-chain liquid crystal polymers

Dielectric relaxation experiments have been performed on various side-chain liquid crystal

polymers. Thus, investigations of dynamic behaviour in mesophase and isotropic phase have
been carried (Ref. 61 - 64) out on polymers with the following repeat units

CE N

samples with R = H, CH3 will be later referred to as PACB and PMACB respectively. The phase
transitions determined from calorimetry experiments are

323K 360K
PACB = g - — N— — I

333K 397K
PMACB = g —---- S . —> I

Measurements on multi-domain samples yield temperature dependences of the frequency at the
maximum of Ct shown in Fig. 19. For PACB a small increase in frequency occurs at the N - I
transition whereas it is thrice larger at the S - I transition of PMACB. A decrease in the
apparent activation energy is observed in both cases between the mesophase and the isotropic
state. For PACB, a partially oriented sample was obtained by applying an electric field and
relaxation measurements were performed with the electric field parallel or perpendicular to
the director. In addition to the low frequency absorption, in the two cases a high frequency
relaxation exists. For example, at 321.9 K, the frequency values are : F111 = 1.7 Hz,

F112
200 Hz and F1, = 2.5 Hz, F12 200 Hz but the relaxation amplitude is twice smaller

f6r perpendicular than for parallel arrangement. From the data reported in Table Sit is clear

i6
x

4 5 7

103/T(K)

Fig. 19, Log f/Hz vs l03/T for PACB and PNACB Fig. 20. Typical dielectric relaxations
in mesomorphic and isotropic states in the solid state

103/ T( K)
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that the reorientation of the mesogenic group around the main chain, corresponding to the
parallel relaxation, is about hundred times slower than the rotational motion of the side
chain around its long axis. The relaxation frequency measured on a multi-domain sample mainly
reflects the reorientation motion of the mesogenic group. It is interesting to compare these
results with the correlation times observed on the small molecule liquid crystal 7 CB
(Table 2) and shown in Fig. 10. It appears that the chain backbone considerably slows down
the motions of the cyanobiphenyl group, as well for reorientation motions around an axis per-
pendicular to the biphenyl axis as for rotational motions around the molecular long axis.

A series of side-cain p9lymers has been recently studied by dielectric relaxation in the
frequency range 10 - 10 Hz for both solid and liquid states (Ref. 66). The general formula
of the repeating unit is

Table 5 - Relaxation frequencies for partially

oriented (F111, F12) and isotropic multi-

domain samples
CH210<

R1 C-r---C

"o -(cC2n O©©(,
"2

' '' \k
o \\\ \

" \\

T(K) 321.9 331 342.2 353.7

F111[Hz]

F12[ Hz]

F [Hz]

1.7

200

7

28

2000

110

290

20 000

800

2100

150 000

5000

where R1 = H or CH , n 2 or 6 and R2 CN, OCH3, 0(CH2) CH3, The samples were not oriented.
Depending on the ciemical structure, several transitions ave been observed in the solid
state, they are schematically represented in the relaxation map shown in Fig. 20. The '
transition is observed at the same position independly of the nature1of R1 andRe, and of the
length of the spacer; its apparent activation energy is 50 ± kJ,mol • Such a beiaviour
suggests to assign this transition to an internal motion of the mesogenic group. Indeed, com-
pared to the relaxations of polymethacrylate (PMAD) and polyacrylate derivatives (PAD)
which are attributed to a rotational motion of the ester group relatively to the chain back-
bone, this 13'relaxation appears very different for several reasons (Ref. 69) : 1/ at a
given frequency, the transition of PAD occurs at much lower temperatures than that of
PMAD (the temperature shift is around 120 K) 2/ the1apparent activation energy of the -tran-
sition is about 84 kJ,mol for PMAD and 42 kJ.mol for PAD, The fact that the relaxation
associated to the rotation of the ester group next to the chain backbone is not found in
these side-chain liquid crystal polymers could originate from the large decrease in the ampli-
tude of the relaxation observed in PMAD when the size of the substituent is increased. Con-
cerning the transition it is only observed for the longer spacer (n 6) and does not
depend on R1 and R2; its apparent activation energy is 35 ± 10 kJ,mol . It has been assigned
to motions initiated by the (CH9)6 sequence of the side chain and becoming dielectrically
active because of the coupling o the adjacent dipole moments. The 2 transition only occurs
in polymers with R2 = 0 C4H0, consequently it corresponds to a motion localized in this
sequence. The dielectric relaxations (noted a) and shown in Fig. 21 for a few compounds can be

very well extrapolated to the corresponding calorimetric glass transition temperatures, further-
more some of them exhibit a non-Arrhenian behaviour and the frequency greatly depends on tem-

perature (the meaji slope yields typical apparent activation energy in the range
150 - 350 kJ.mol ). The main chain motions involved in the glass transition is observed in
dielectric relaxation for they cause a reorientation of the adjacent ester dipole, Finally,

Fig, 21, Dielectric relaxations in the liquid
state.
Log f/Hz vs. 10 T. a relaxation corresponds
to solid lines and S relaxation to dotted
lines.

Polymer samples : El , R = H, n = 2,
R2 = OCH3; 0 , R1 = H,1n = 6, R2 = CN;

R1 = CH,, n = 6, R2 = OCH

(filled symbo]s : nematic or smectic phase;

open symbols : isotropic phase) (After Ref. 66)

8

6

I
a,
0

0
2.0 2.5 3:0 io T(K)
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at higher temperature, for polyacrylate compounds (R1 H), another dielectric relaxation
(noted S) is observed both in mesomorphic and isotropic liquid states (Fig. 21). Its amplitude
is much higher for CN end group than for OCH3 or 0C4H9, indicating that it is related to a
motion implying some reorientation of the mesogenic unit, Furthermore, comparison with the
results above reported in Table 5 shows that the cS relaxation frequency lies in the same range,
so the same molecular mechanism could be responsible for it, It has to be noticed that the 5
relaxation, first is very weak for the polyacrylates with a short spacer and, secondly it is
not found for polymethacrylates where only one transition, related to the glass transition, is
observed except in the case of n = 6 and R2 =

0C4H9
where a 5 transition occurs. These last

remarks could support an interpretation of the relaxation as a reorientation motion of the
mesogenic group perpendicularly to the local chain backbone axis which would be facilitated
by a more flexible chain backbone (i.e. R1 = H instead of R1 =

CH3)
or a longer spacer. Such

a reorientation motion wouU be similar to the one observed in small molecule liquid crystals,
except that in the case of side-chain liquid crystal polymers it is considerably slown down.
It does not seem that the frequency of this motion undergoes any discontinuity at the meso-
phase transitions neither at the clearing temperature.

In the field of side-chain liquid crystal polymers, an E,S.R. study has been performed (Ref,56
and 60) on compounds with the following structures

+CH—CH2+
oo—(cH2)—o—---COO —4-- OCH3

with two spacer lengths (n = 2 for P 2 and n = 6 for P 6). Samples had molecular weights in
the range 4500 - 21 000 for P 2 and 2500 - 14 000 for P 6, The corresponding phase transitions
are: 334K 388K

— g >N< .I
P 2a (N = 21 000)n

— 302K 367K 393K
P 6a (Mn = 14 ooo) g N I

Oriented samples were obtained by combined effects of perpendicular magnetic and electric
fields. The chosen nitroxide group was the CSL probe (see Table 2) which is rigid and appears
to be located exclusively in the side-chain region, as indicated by the measured order para-
meter. For both polymers the anisotropy coefficients (N = TRI/TRII, where TRII and T are the
correlation times for motions around the molecular long and short axes, respective'y) are
the same and equal to 7 in the isotropic phase and 10 in the nematic and smectic phases. No
significant effect of the molecular weight has been observed and the T-dependence of TRII is
plotted versus l/T in Fig. 22. It first appears that increasing the spacer length from n = 2
to n = 6, yields a decrease of correlation times by about one order of magnitude for the iso-
tropic and nematic phases, whereas there is no effect in the glassy state as we could
expect. Only the smectic-nematic transition leads to an abrupt change in correlation times,
The break in slope observed at a temperature around the calorimetric glass transition has
not to be assigned to the glass transition phenomena, as it has been proposed in (Ref. 56) for
the high frequency E.S.R. measurements should yield a much higher glass transition temperature,
as above developed. More likely, such breaks reflect the occurrence of a local motion in

16 T(K)

1200

U

8

4

0
5

Fig. 22, TRII vs. l03/T for CSL in P2a Fig. 23. The dielectric loss factor c" as a
(full circles) and P6a (open circles), function of frequency for given tempera-
(After Ref. 56) tures. (After Ref. 59)

309
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the E.S.R. frequency range which could be related to a s-process. In absence of complemen-
tary experiments (dynamic mechanical studies, dielectric relaxation, N.N.R.) it is not possi-
ble to assign this local motion

(b) Main-chain liquid crystal polymers
In addition to ES.R. investigation (Ref 58), dielectric and 13C N.M.R measurements (Ref. 59)
have been performed on a main chain liquid crystal polymer with the following repeating unit:

-+,—@:---®-—®---— 0 -E CH2— CH 2

In the solid state, the investigated samples contain a few isolated regions of disordered
(amorphous isotropic) material, dispersed in a semi-crystalline continuum, The various cab-
rimetric transitions are

233 K 293 K 393 K 523 K

g(1) < g(2) < , c. , , S< I

It has not been possible to orient the samples in 1 T magnetic field and all the experiments
deal with mesomorphic multi-domain samples.

Dielectric relaxation measurements have been performed in the low temperature range and
vs Log f(Hz) is plotted in Fig. 23. At 193 K a relaxation process occurs with a small

amplitude indicating a limited freedom of dipoles. The absorption peak, with a maximum around
5 - 10 Hz, is very broad, which suggests that there is a wide variety of local environments
for the dipoles and that environment places great constraints on the motion, A given dipole
group can move only in cooperation with that environment, this being overall a slow process.
As the temperature is increased, the whole system cooperatively moves faster, narrowing the
overall loss peak. As a consequence, at high enough temperatures a reference group moves
in an average environment, Frorn1the shift of the maximum of c" with temperature, an apparent
activation energy of 16 KJ.mol is deduced. It is worthnoting that in the same frequency-
temperature range a similar relaxation is observed in poly aliphatic ethers which has been
assigned to a local twisting motion,

The motions involved in this relaxation process have been analysed by solid state high
resolution N.N,R, at 298 K,51t appears that at the frequency involved in the considered
relaxation methods, i.e. 10 Hz, the carbonyb group and the nearest CH2 group have a rigid
behaviour whereas the next-nearest CH2 group undergoes oscillations on the valence cone of
approximately 20° about one equilibrium conformation, The following CH2 group performs oscil-
lations of large amplitude or more likely jumps etween two equilibrium conformations, as for
example a three bond motion corresponding to a g "—'- g conformationab jump (Ref. 70),

Several nitroxide probes of different_izes have been studied and it has been shown that in
the very sbow-motional regime (T 10 s) small probes as Tempol (see Table 2) undergo jump
diffusion motions whereas large probes have a brownian rotational diffusion. The most charac-
teristic E.S.R. spectra obtained for Tempol in the temperature range 113 K - 423 K are shown
in Fig. 24. At 203 K the separation of the outer hyperfine extrema slightly decreases with
increasing temperature, indicating the onset of slow motion of the spin probe due t13bocal
main chain motions. These motions are the same as those observed by dielectric and C rela-

Fig, 25,3lsotropic rotational
vs. 10 T for tempol probe

Fig. 24, E.S.R. spectra of Tempol Fig. 26.3Correlation times, TRII, TRI and T.
probe for given temperatures vs. 10 /T for Tempol probe
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xation and above assigned to conformational jumps of the central part bonds of the aliphatic
ether sequences of the liquid crystal polymer chainS In order to get information on the
correlation times of motions performed by the nitroxide probes over the whole investigated
temperature range, E.S.R spectra have been treated assuming an isotropic reorientation.
gesultiug isotropic correlation times, T. , for Tempol are plotted vs lIT in Fig, 25, It is
clearly seen that T. does not fit an A#genius type expression over the whole temperature
range. From 203 K ti? 273 K the Tempol probe reflects the conformational jumps of the ali-
phatic ether sequences, proving that the probe molecules would be preferentially localized
in the interlayer regions of the S phase, A change in the slope of the Arrhenius plot of
T. is observed around 273 K, corresponding to an increase in the probe mobility. Further-

complex E.S.R, spectra are observed (Fig, 23) which can be resolved into a mobile com-
ponent and a solid state component. The same behaviour is found for a similar polyester with
10 ethylene oxide units instead of 4 in the considered polymer. Besides, heat capacity mea-
surements and dynamic mechanical experiments performed on samples submitted to different
cooling cycles allow to assign the transition observed with these techniques around 233 K
and corresponding in E.S.R. to the appearance of a mobile component at 273 K, to a few iso-
lated disordered regions of the material, As the same E.S,R, behaviour is found in nitroxide
doped-PEO spectra (Ref. 71), this suggests that this transition is due to the diffusional
segmental motion of the flexible aliphatic ether sequences of the polymer chain; it could
correspond to the glass transition of the disordered glassy state. At higher temperature, a
marked increase in heat capacity is evidenced between 293 K and 323 K which is associated
with the glass transition of the 5c glassy regions of the material. . In this temperature range,
the solid state component of the Tempol E,S.R, spectra gradually shifts towards the mobile
component and finally'both components coalesce around 318 K. At still higher temperature,
the slope of the Arrhenius plot of T is changed, however the E,S,R, spectra show the cha-
racteristic features of spin probe undergoing anisotropic rotational reorientation. The
corresponding anisotropy parameter of Tempol, N=T/T11, is about 7, whereas it should be
1,35 from the molecular geometry. The T-dependences of T and TRII are plotted in Fig, 26,
About 20 K below the crystal-Se transition (393 K), a "preme1ting' effect occurs, yielding
a:. decrease in the degree of anisotropy with increasing temperature, Finally at the crys-
talSc transition, the rotation of Tempol is temporarily isotropic, A further increase in
temperature results in a marked change of the E,S.R. spectrum shape : above 400 K the low-
field line is sharper than the center field line, This unusual behaviour can be interpreted
in considering that the orientation of the anisotropic diffusion axis with respect to the

nitroxide radical magnetic axes changes upon passing through the crystal-Se transition, this
means that the fastest rotational motion of the Tempol probe does not occur around the same
axis, may be due to the lower cotraints in the S phase compared to the crystal state.
Finally, it is worthnoting that c solid state N.,R, studies (Ref, 68) have shown that at
the crystal-Se transition, the width of the aromatic carbon line strongly decreases and the
associated chemical shift anisotropy change indicates a rotation of the phenyl rings around
the c1 - c4 axis in the mesophasic state. However, such a motion does not alter the mean
orientation of the mesogenic groups.

In spite of the partial experimental investigations performed on the dynamic behaviour of
this main chain polymer , this example clearly illustrates the better knowledge on a molecu-
lar level which arises from a combination of different spectroscopic techniques.

VI CONCLUSION

In this paper we have presented dynamic spectroscopic studies performed on liquid crystal
systems of either small molecules or polymer chains; in this latter case both side-chain
and main-chain liquid crystal polymers have been consiere3 From the obtained results it

clearly appears that spectroscopic techniques such as H, c N.M.R,, E,S,R, and dielectric
relaxation can provide information on molecular motions occurring in these ordered phases,
However, it is worthnoting that a deep analysis of the results on a molecular scale requites
oriented samples. In spite of the experimental difficulty to get such an orientation of the
material, the benefit which is then obtained fully justifies the effort, Furthermore, combi-
ned experiments using different techniques are th3only way to achieve a molecular description
of the dynamics of the considered system, Though c N.N.R. appears to be the most attrac-
tive method, yielding information on the dynamic behaviour of the different groups in th3
molecule, complementary data obtained from other techniques are required to analyse the c

relaxation measurements in taking into account the different types of rotational motions
which can participate to the observed relaxation (intramolecular motions, diffusional motions,
orientation director fluctuations or slow relaxations of local structures).

In the field of liquid crystal polymers, though only a few partial investigations have been

already performed, they appear very promising and a deeper insight on the dynamics of these
materials should be reached in a near future,
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